### Catholic Social Teachings Across the Curriculum

#### Life and Dignity of the Human Person
- **CATHST-1A**: Recognize that all persons, as children of God, are equal in dignity.
- **CATHST-1B**: Respect and protect the dignity of others.

#### Call to Family, Community, and Participation
- **CATHST-2A**: Recognize and promote the family.
- **CATHST-2B**: Recognize and promote a sense of community.
- **CATHST-2C**: Recognize and promote participation in society for the common good and well-being of all.

#### Rights and Responsibilities
- **CATHST-3A**: Recognize that every person has a fundamental right to life.
- **CATHST-3B**: Recognize that every person has a fundamental right to those things required for human decency.

#### Option for the Poor and Vulnerable
- **CATHST-4A**: Respect and serve the poor and vulnerable through words.
- **CATHST-4B**: Respect and serve the poor and vulnerable through prayers.
- **CATHST-4C**: Respect and serve the poor and vulnerable through actions.

#### The Dignity of Work and the Rights of Workers
- **CATHST-5A**: Respect the worker’s right to productive work.
- **CATHST-5B**: Respect the worker’s right to safe working conditions.
- **CATHST-5C**: Respect the worker’s right to fair wages and reasonable hours.
- **CATHST-5D**: Allow workers the right to use their God-given talents to benefit themselves and society.

#### Solidarity
- **CATHST-6A**: Pursue peace throughout the world.
- **CATHST-6B**: Promote justice for all God’s people.

#### Care for God’s Creation
- **CATHST-7A**: Recognize and respect all of God’s creation by being good stewards of our natural resources.
- **CATHST-7B**: Recognize and respect all of God’s creation by protecting the environment.